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O'Reilly and Associates is known mainly for publishing excellent books about programming languages and operating systems, and for catering to propellerheads' endless appetite for minor details. In Windows 2000 Quick Fixes, O'Reilly proves that it can put out equally excellent books for less technical users of operating systems--people who'd rather solve problems and move on than spend hours dwelling upon the obscure. Jim Boyce has written a very fine book that combines deep knowledge of Microsoft Windows 2000 and the networks it facilitates with a knack for writing that most anyone will be able to understand and follow. You'll almost certainly find this book handy as a Windows 2000 reference, and it's not a bad review for the Microsoft Windows 2000 professional certifications either.
 You will likely begin using this book by browsing through the table of contents, which lists problems and objectives you'll probably encounter ("Modify your computer's name" and "Restrict others' use of your printer at certain times" are two examples). Upon turning to the referenced pages, you'll find a couple of paragraphs about what causes the problem or what factors must be adjusted to achieve the objective. Then comes a procedure (sometimes several, if prerequisites must be met first) to follow. The procedures may be too sparsely illustrated for some tastes, but the text is clear and it deals with optional settings.
--David Wall

  Topics covered: Microsoft Windows 2000 (both Server and Professional), approached via recipes for solving difficulties and accomplishing common goals. All of the operating system's capabilities, including its user interface, its relationships with applications and printers, and especially its network and security settings, are covered fully. 

       For those who are faced with switching over to the powerful but often  confusing Windows 2000, Windows 2000 Quick Fixes offers something completely new: not just solutions, but a fast, easy way to find them. Designed with the power user in mind, this book is laid out for optimal accessibility; it defines problems clearly and follows up with concise, yet detailed, solutions. Windows 2000 Quick Fixes is an essential reference for both the novice and the well-seasoned Microsoft OS user. For instance, newcomers to Windows 2000 who have children using their computers can quickly learn how to protect some areas without walling off the entire system. Old hands at Windows will learn quick and easy new ways to recover data or what to do when the administrator's password's been forgotten. Unlike many of the oversized and poorly organized books on the market, Windows 2000 Quick Fixes doesn't waste time with endless tutorials, fluff, and useless background material. And while the book is designed for easy access, the material is by no means basic. It provides extensive coverage of problems for both the Windows 2000 Professional and Windows 2000 Server editions, and takes power users from installation issues, through complex networking configuration problems, to important backup and security concerns. Some of the topics covered include: 

	Setting up a dual-boot system
	Recovering data
	Resolving hardware configuration conflicts
	Restoring the Registry from a back up
	Making a printer available through the Internet
	Using automatic address assignment without DHCP
	Configuring Internet Connection Sharing
	Hosting a web site


With its clear, well-organized fixes to common problems,   Windows 2000 Quick Fixes is the book to reach for  when the pressure is on and there's no time to waste hunting  for buried solutions.     

       A guide to quickly reversing problems with Windows 2000, such as problems hosting a Web site or resolving hardware conflicts. Topics covered include recovering data, setting up an FTP site, making a printer available through the Internet, and setting up a dual-boot system. Softcover.
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The IT Career Builder's ToolkitCisco Press, 2004
Your complete guide to building your information technology career in any economy

The IT Career Builder's Toolkit features market-focused skills and proven methods you can use to jump-start and advance your career. While other books cover just the mechanics of preparing...
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Risk Management and Capital AdequacyMcGraw-Hill, 2003
A Step-by-Step Approach for Integrating Market, Credit, and Operational Risk Management--While Complying with New Basel Accord Guidelines

For financial institutions around the world, the work involved in managing market, credit, and operational risk exposures--as well as the capital required to support such...
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Smart Sensing and Context: Second European Conference, EuroSSC 2007, Kendal, England, October 23-25, 2007, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2007

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second European Conference on Smart Sensing and Context, EuroSSC 2007, held in Kendal, England, October 2007. The 16 revised full papers and one invited paper were carefully reviewed and selected from over 51 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on spatial and motion...
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Designing Arcade Computer Game GraphicsWordware Publishing, 2000
Graphics play a central role in the computer gaming experience, and arcade-style games are no exception. Designing Arcade Computer Game Graphics emphasizes the development of quality graphics for 2D arcade-style computer games, both online and offline, including such topics as game design and documentation, graphics tools, animation, proper color...
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Pricing Communication Networks: Economics, Technology and Modelling (Wiley Interscience Series in Systems and Optimization)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Recent advances in technology, combined with the deregulation of the telecommunication market and the proliferation of the Internet, have created a highly competitive environment for communication service providers. There is no simple recipe for pricing network service contracts in all contexts. Pricing is a complex subject, which depends on...
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Remaining Relevant in Your Tech Career: When Change Is the Only ConstantApress, 2018

	
		Remain relevant in the face of constant change during your career in technology. This book shows you how to proactively plan in anticipation of future changes. 
	


	
		Many people find technology careers enticing because of the number of job opportunities, the high compensation, or simply because of fascination with...
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